3d realistic scenes preparation and decoration
Fractal Graphics virtual decoration solutions have, as an objective, the application of designs and collections over the textile elements of a photograph, as for example curtains, beds, sofas, carpets, clothes, etc.

**3D Realistic** is the software which allows you to prepare these scenes or settings and afterwards apply over them your designs, proposals or collections. With **3D Realistic** you are able to select and prepare your own scenes, starting from photographs or magazines.

The preparation of the scenes is a process that consists basically of two steps: selection of areas to be decorated and the shape or geometry definition of these areas. **3D Realistic** guarantees the preparation of the most complex scenes in the simplest way, thanks to its powerful and revolutionary tools. The preparation of the scenes with **3D Realistic** is a quick and simple process.

Try out your designs against real settings, generate product catalogues without having to manufacture or photograph them, convince your clients with the most advanced virtual decoration technology.

**easy rapport**

With the program **Easy Rapport** it is very simple to obtain a rapport, that is, the minimum repetition of a textile design, from a digital capture of a real fabric using a digital camera or scanner. After capturing a fabric with a digital camera, defects can appear such as deformations, differences of illumination or perspective. These defects become very evident when the rapport is repeated in tiles. **Easy Rapport** has been designed to correct these defects, automatically or with a little user-interaction.

Have a look at our wide range of products at: [www.fractalgraphics.com](http://www.fractalgraphics.com)